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lubrication we are keenly aware that lubrication is an important part of the operation of the engine. we provide not only cylinder head-based lubrication, but also with the relief valve-based lubrication system. teikin's high pressure piston rings, even with their heavy load
and the heat generated during the combustion process, are well-lubricated thanks to the teikin pholean oil. the teikin mono ring is a single ring that works as a standard bearing, but is made smaller than standard, making it optimal for the use in high performance

engines. it provides superior surface quality and high load capacity and is manufactured using the teikin microblading process. the teikin mono ring is a true matching pair and most attractive when combined with a teikin racing groove. this engine crank catalog lists
crankshaft and piston specs for a broad range of internal combustion engines. engine manufacturer, type, and application are listed for you to find the perfect piston for your engine. summit offers modern pistons for all types and sizes of diesel engines. for the

manufacturering and machining of these, the factory in germany has the latest machine tools and the quality control system which are the gold standard. the summit deep groove pistons were developed using innovative and proven methods. the exclusive material
properties and complex surface structure work in conjunction and complement each other in a precise manner for optimum control of wear and scuffing on the piston skirt. we have sent you a link to download the teikin midas catalogue. clicking this link will take you to

a secure website. from there you will be able to download the teikin midas catalogue. please note: the download is in pdf format and requires adobe acrobat to view and download.
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